2012, Sept 7

Friday Night Hard News Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH FRIDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “HARD NEWS ON FRIDAY” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening:
Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free
Skype:
Website:
Meditation:

Angelsu
530-413-9537 [line 1]
530-513-6472 [line 2, 3]
888-429-5471
Toll Free in North America
BBSradio2
www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
Angelsu

Housekeeping:
Rainbird
BBS: ● A listener-supported radio station
● We need $245 for this week! Thank you, thank you, thank you!
● Go to BBS Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
● NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES FOR any of the T & R PROGRAMS
T & R: ● Need gas money & food [see below for Whole Foods #]
● Rent is paid!
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com There is a Paypal button on this site
● Please notify them if you're sending something: koran999@comcast.net
● Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerrillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● phone contact is via MariettaRobert: 317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
● To help with food: go back to Whole Foods
505- 992-1700 [Santa Fe #]
To get a gift card for Ram D. Berkowitz - see a link on the website below
https://premium.vcdelivery.com/wholefoods/gissgiftcard.aspx
Angelsu's message from Don at BBS: perfect volume tonight!
Hard News:
R: Kitchen is hot; stew is ready! In the final moments of the Mayan long count and end of one cycle, start
of another ● KOS, Lady Di, Natasha, the wife of KOS: the C-in-C has made his commitment: 1 million new jobs!
● What it is about is the change of technologies: new energy
● Also brings up Dr Greer's Sirius project
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● Will we have an election? Will we have NESARA??
● R asked the 3 about this: they told him “Keep your eyes on the prize of this man who will walk you trough
the doorway
T: there were death threats again this week
R: They don't like him because of 525 years are missing when everyone was Black – About Mother
Zudiachus / Mother Sekhmet
● “The Hyperdimensional Election of Barack Obama” is off YouTube, but on Google: “psychodelicsandwich”
website of Daniel Pinchbeck : does 5 grams of mushroom at the time, which is way out there!
R: what we watched in the 72 hours leading up to the speech is about going through the door to ever
lasting love, ever lasting light and joy – WE ARE ALREADY IN THE 5TH DIMENSION!
● The 4th has already collapsed into the 3rd, so you can choose to hang out in the astral if you want, though
it is really not the place to hang out.
R: As we go through the doorway of 5th dimension in Dec 2012, may seem like a similar kind of day; others
may experience the separation of worlds!
R: They explained to Rama that the man lays out a pathless path, that the least among us is the most
important and this is the issue being laid out before the people – if you want to change things, vote
for Barack Obama. It is that cut and dried!
● These ones have made their choices, love them more – Mother will make new universes out of their
particles of living light, living love!
Stephanie Miller: for the next week, she is going to go bike-riding around Martha's Vineyard;
plans to talk to Carolyn Kennedy and about her Dad.
Audio: ● Ed Schultz – explains what the Repubs strategy is about
● Rachel
● Jennifer Granholm at the DNC – bringing down the house at the Convention
● Governor Schwitzer of Montana
Audio: Elizabeth Warren
[all audios from the DN Convention]
Audio: Jon Stewart on the Conventions [take off on Bill Clinton's presentation that went on and on and on]
Conference Call:
● E Warren said the system is rigged! Does anyone else agree with me? [Cheers!]
Reading: Hatonn on President Obama Sept 2, 2012
T: comments something happened Wed pm, as Michelle was rattled
There are still lots of attempts on his life & it is well to remember that.
BO hangs out with Ashtar and the others, especially KOS who has his back.

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: 2012, Sept 7 South Korea in military drill near disputed islands

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: Tonty Blair should face trial over Iraq War, says Desmond Tutu

[SEE BELOW]

Caller: Reading something about Nibiru around Oct 12 – 16 might adversely affect our magnetosphere
R: if there are going to be any major earth changes, we would be fore-warned about any mass evacuation
projects or so on
T: Nothing has been said of this
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● More things being said about Nibiru that are un true rather than true:
Also, Nibiru has stationed herself behind the sun and is bigger than the Sun
● Nibiru is Mother Sekhtmet's starship planet; she is here to take the intergalactic war criminals on their
own Armageddon trip and the story has been buried in the avalanche of opposing kind of info
● Just know that the Ashtar Command has it all in hand: much more is known by the Siran Commander
than anyone can imagine; he has been travelling to all the constellations in the Universe of Nebadon
● The Ashtar Command has 16 million on the ground
Caller: a NASA employee says about Nibiru that there will be red dust and 100 lb hail coming down.
R: has read this on The Watcher File: not coming from a place of love, but preaching Revelations and the
final revelation story on the Plains of Medigo – THIS STORY HAS BEEN CANCELLED.
● Most of the Republicans on the same story are the Khazarian ones, including those in Israel
● refers to John Perkins' book Confessions of an Economic Hitman, and suggests reading it
● These ones are being rounded up to be taken up to Dracos.
Caller: talks of the Rapture: Matthew 14 and the generations – talks of when Jesus is supposed to come
back – 2019. Not sure of the source.
● Her own messages speak of the rescue
T: It is not literal! It is the Ashtar Command, and they are already here! Not one hair on your head shall
be harmed!
Caller: she clears out strange information: we shall see – happening pretty soon
T: It is happening already!
Reading: from Revelations - about a dragon
R: it is about the Euro going down!
T: Rana Mu has come back from 175 million years in the future to say that about one third of the Milky
Way Galaxy is missing; by her returning and telling us, that part has been changed
● The woman giving birth to her child: it is Mother Gaia giving birth to her new child.
● the dragon is the ancient serpent called Satan – Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan are 2 generations of
the same story: the shadow side of Alcyone was cast on purpose so we would learn the difference
between truth and falsehood. The dragon was forced from heaven and thrown onto the earth with
his whole army ● Whole story can be related to what is happening today
● Our role – Obama said this is about you; you elected me – you have to decide what you want and what you
asked for – we have to go deeper into what is going on and wake people up
Music: a situation at the station!
Mother:
In the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St.
Germain and the Violet Flame.
● We have reached critical mass, and how we do it is with love; the man with the Plan [Obama] said last
night we do it together
● What he said last night: the biggest story that is going on is that the least of us
[T: urging people to call in; we have the greatest heart there is here present to answer questions.]
● The story of the moment, in the reality of who and what you are: he said last night about us doing it
now; it is the place of magic unfolding, and the 100th monkey has been kicked into high gear!
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● There is a quickening in the last 60 days; it is the most intense of times – the end of the holodeck
program – Luciferia and the evil sock puppet who would give Granny a $6000 voucher!
● It about doing it together and never dying and never going old: about the transfiguration
● the story of the dragon is the ancient story that has been collapsed and put away
● Yes, Nibiru is here; we are here to pick up our children and take them to Dracos to stand trial for their
crimes!
Caller: are we on schedule for a 9 election?
Mo: We cannot say; it is about the truth getting out there.
T: there is a Republican who has decided to run on a separate ticket – in Virginia; he is running against
Romney, a completely different party – not Republican or Democrat or Liberatarian.
● There is someone in Montana for some kind of American party – Repubs not a unified party. And
the Tea Party is the wrong way to go.
● The strength of what happened this week is powerful
● Rove & goons were on the floor of the DNC; something strange happened, and it shook Michelle.
● Question is well -taken; who knows how this will work out?
● Talked to BBS – all kinds of interference: this will be an unconventional time and they will do all they can
to avoid accountability.
Mo: send the greatest amount of love to our wayward children who are viciously out of character, insane
with rage, as they know this is the end of the road. The real story begins which is about the
containment of the war criminals
Caller: Is it true that a hacker got into Romney's income tax returns, and that someone got $1 million to
not show the tax returns to the public?
Mo: yes, but you cannot hide your place in the sun and rob Peter to pay Paul and then pay Jesus – this is
not fair. So the story is changed to one of universal economics: We hold these truths to be selfevident – it is true that Luciferia and Satan are in your midst, and so am I [Mother]
T: They keep re-inventing themselves, and so are the 144,000
Mo: the time is to get rid of these skin-walkers – pray for their soul matrixes
● The Man with the Plan has already laid it out with what he said yesterday; we will see the nuke-free
energies come forth – we have the ability and as we hold the frequencies of the mighty I AM, we
will see the miracles unfold.
● Every day we meditate – it changes physical matter, and time and space.
● These guys know they are shit out of luck – they are running from the love: they know they have to face
Mother. It is in interesting dance but one we do not relish very much.
● This is the place here and now that we the people, 144,000 x thousands and thousands and thousands, do
it with love
T: completely awed about how much Ed Schultz is saying on the radio
Mo: Can say more on radio than on tv; wegoted.com – internet radio – he has created something to get 'er
done!
T: a meeting with Asia, Russia – seems to be without the West
Mo: has heard that Greece may go down this weekend
T: A Euro-bond thing where the central European Bank is issuing bonds – the hole is too big
Caller: going back to 9/11: is it true that Flight 92 never crashed?
T: they went to Cleveland and de-boarded. The area where the crash was supposed to have happened was
cordoned off and false pieces of airplane were dropped
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Caller: what happened to them?
T: They were put in a witness protection program and have been there all that time.
Caller: how do people not recognize them?
T: they are usually in a place where no one else can go [witness protection programs]
● Ted Olson's wife, Barbara – the other 2 planes, the Air America planes that were supposed to have hit
the towers, went to Canada, and Mahar Arar was working for the Canadian version of the NSA;
● He had special equpipment underground and filmed those two planes coming to Canada at the
same time as the planes were supposed to be hitting the towers.
● A hologram of a plane hitting the towers
● All the people on those 2 planes were put into a witness protection program, too.
● Barbara Olson was supposed to have been killed by the plane that hit the Pentagon, but was caught going
over the boundary into Germany on a Papal passport! Changed her face, finger prints, lived in
Denmark.
● To be held accountable for the fact of nukes at the bottom of the towers, nuclear waste all over NYC
Caller: why did we do this?
T: 9/11 was planned from the time of killing the clone of JFK
● there was a first 9/11 – it was 1973, Sept - killing of Salvador Allende
● Then they practiced killing babies, people: they did it because Chile was a better democracy than
the US & they did not want these ideas coming to the US
● It was because they wanted New World Order: reduce human population to under 2% and bring in their
reptilian overlords who are wandering all over the universe of Nebadon because they have no place
to go, having wrecked the planets they were on, thanks to the 5,000 year war in the heavens.
● Ten years before now, this was supposed to have been done; B Obama had to take us through hell
● They thought they could fool us all the way back to 1879 – the Organic Columbia Act which was set up
as a way to fool the people monetarily
● Madame Blavatsky was bringing through all kinds of Ascended Masters to get the Rothschilds
and royalty to stop doing this Caller: we are all incarnated to do this together: not about a particular group doing this
● we are all here on earth to raise our own consciousness so we never have darkness again
● Her sense is the Federation is here to help us
● whatever mastery we attain here, we become cosmic masters – suggests being aware of the
different ways the dark is trying to control us and not just through economics
● Become more aware of how our light is being stolen from us: they are unaware of their connection
to the light & we deflate their balloon if we know what they are up to
● Suggestion is to purify our life-styles so we can connect clearly with spirit guides, etc
● The Divine Feminine is the key, it is the sacred and when we connect with that, we know the Divine
Feminine is in everything, absolutely everything – which is why they rape women, destroy the earth
– when we connect to the Divine Feminine, this leads to stewardship.
● Reads one of her channelings: Clarion Call for the Animal Kingdoms from June, 2011
● The animals are ascending and so is all on the planet
● She has friends who have ascended masters in their dogs and their cats!
T: are we through all the blood and guts of Revelations? Then she reads a bit more
● The crucifixtion is the crucifiction of the Office of the Christ – in order to obliterate the idea
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● The Brides of Christ is about bringing balance between male and female and then it is done.
Mo: Yes, it is finished yet at the same time, it is about stopping the war within self
● Stop eating the animals, as this will change your consciousness immediately – they never agreed to be
our food – it had to do with the shifting of the tectonic plates and the land masses.
● We are at the place where we can manifest immediately: very soon, replicators will be brought into
our reality. Are replicators part of the new jobs – yes.
Rainbird: has heard tonight that the U of Maryland is holding classes – sounds like it will be much like the
new video that has come out; lots of activity & exposure; workshops all the way through until the
11th
− was in Washington Post!
Mo: it is all happening at the universities where the Indigo Crystals are
Revelations is an ancient story WHICH HAS BEEN CANCELLED!
● This IS Revelations: Wall street taking everyone to the cleaners!
● Time to give up the passion plays with mass murderers! Why do people have an obsession with
mass murderers and not try to find peace
T: took the dragon and hurled him into the pit for 1000 years. Are we going to see it again in 1000 years?
Mo: that has already been cancelled! Our yanni is wide open, metaphorically speaking ● there will be a transformation like what has never been seen.
● Shawn the planet of sorrow is over; the game called infinite suffering is over – unless you want
to keep it.
● We have the 3rd dimension moving into the 5th – why we have werewolves, etc etc - 4th dimension
is hanging out with us now – how many ways can the "Nightmare on Elm Avenue" get you? It is done!
Closing: Greeting in the Light of the Most Radiant One. Adonai, Kadosh, Kadosh, Kadosh.
Namaste, Mother!
When Rama returns, he tells us:
"I was in the Fortress of Solitude at the North Pole, looking in various crystals."
● He was seeing what seemed like celebrations going on all over the planet – like Jan 11, 12, 2013 and all
kinds of celebrations. Seems like something has changed: not seeing war planes in skies any more.
T: indications are that the change will be quite abrupt.
Audio: Bill Maher – one guest is Christine O'Donnell:
PLEASE LISTEN TO THIS AUDIO: JUST TOO FUNNY!
Reading:

Swami Purna

Closing:

Rainbird
From Medicine Card Book:
#45 Blue Heron: ability to accept all feelings without denying any emotion or thought
● gently dropping a blue feather on the ones who don't know who they are

Final Music:

In the jungle, the mighty jungle, the Lion Sleeps Tonight!
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2012, Sept 2

Hatonn on President Obama

I’m reprinting Hatonn’s discussion of President Obama to ensure that no one who has not read Matthew’s
Message misses out on reading Hatonn’s part of that message about the President. Many people write me and say
I like the site but I can’t go along with you on Obama. Well, I’m afraid “Obama” is an intimate part of the site
and Hatonn explains why.
Commander Hatonn is the director of multidimensional communications emanating from Earth. He told us back
in October of 2010 that President Obama knew about the galactics’ protection and the Ascension timetable. Here
is that comment:
“Obama now knows we have him covered and he can proceed without fear for his family’s safety and his own.
Media report what they are told, of course, but the truth is, now that he knows Earth’s ascension timetable, he’s
negotiating with powers that be either personally or via safe communication channels to shut down Illuminati
strongholds in his country, Europe and the Orient.” (1)

http://www.snagfilms.com/Becoming Barack
In March of the following year Matthew said very similar things about Obama that Hatonn said in this Sept. 1,
2012 message:
“A few months ago Hatonn [Oct. 2010] spoke with great passion about the powerful opposition President Obama
is dealing with and the need for your supportive thoughts and prayers for him and his family. Still, my mother is
besieged with emails asking why the president is taking one action or another that maintains or worsens the very
situations he was elected to remedy.
“The questioners, who may be attributing more authority to the office than the constitution does, are not
recognizing that this government has long been the Illuminati’s bastion and their purpose in creating the
misconception about the country. Their hold on many members of Congress still is strong, and only after that
control ends will Obama be able to guide his administration toward national reforms and the peaceful world he is
dedicated to achieving.” (2)
A mystique has been created around the office of the President that is unwarranted. Because the President does
not sit in Congress as the leader of the largest party, as the British prime minister does, he (or she) really has very
little real power to ensure that his legislative agenda [is] passed. It would help if Obama was a member of the
ruling party, but he is not. The ruling party in America is neither Democrat nor Republican. It is Illuminati.
President Obama, despite the confusing tidal wave of propaganda launched against him, is not an Illuminati,
even if he had to lay low to be elected President. I also include a video on the young Barack, which is about as
much politicking as I personally plan to do … short of the last week of the campaign perhaps.
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If you’re still anti-Obama, I hear you and respect your stand. But I won’t be replying to email on the subject any
more, I’m afraid. Hatonn has said it all here.
(And while I’m on the subject, my email, with the announcement of the conference, has once again entered the
area of the unmanageable. Please refrain from emailing me unless on important matters. Please use the “Contact
Us” form. Thanks.)

It’s essential that the Obama presidency continues. This has nothing at all to do with politics in that country or
any other! It has everything to do with the Golden Age master plan!
The plan is according to what Gaia, Earth’s soul, wants. She wants a peaceful world with everyone having a fair
share and everyone respecting all of her Nature realm. The highest universal council chose as a major player a
soul with highly evolved spiritual status, ancient wisdom and world leadership experience in many lifetimes.
That soul is Barack Obama.
He was born with and has retained Gaia’s vision of Earth, and he has the inspiration and qualifications to achieve
it. His reelection is imperative to the plan going forward because his opponent isn’t capable of or interested in
making the changes the plan requires.
We are totally apolitical and we’re NOT belittling Mitt Romney! It’s that he and those who share his views aren’t
motivated to change the status quo where money’s concerned, and that gross inequity of the few with billions
and the billions with little or nothing can’t go on and it won’t. Earth will not allow that imbalance to continue.
I think more of the big picture is needed here. The master plan included that some individuals would cause the
various kinds of suffering that gave many, many souls the chance to wind up their third density karma and
balance other lifetime experiences so they could go along with Earth. When that part of the plan was completed
about ten years ago, those individuals were supposed to join the light forces. They didn’t, and that’s why wars,
prejudices, corruption, greed, divisiveness, terrorism and other destructive third density conditions still are going
on.
According to the original plan, by now all of that would have been long gone. It was intended that when Obama
became president, he’d have worldwide support in unifying people of all nations and leading your world into the
Golden Age. The plan called for you and us to meet up ten years ago and work together to clean up the mess on
your planet caused by greedy, uncaring power players.
Well, we’re still waiting and Obama’s efforts to get reforms going have been blocked by his foes in the Congress
or the moneyed individuals who control most members. Through either death threats to his family or bloc voting,
Obama has been forced into decisions that are against his conscience and his world vision. After he knew that he
and his family had our protection, his mind was relieved of that deep concern, but he still has had to deal with
unyielding partisanship and blatant lies or distortions of facts.
That’s what’s on center stage in the US right now and what should be there is how that nation will cooperate
with other countries to fix the sorry state your world is in! If our making an appearance becomes pivotal to
Obama keeping his position, we’ll do that in sufficient time before the election. If we see that his reelection is
certain, we’ll show up soon afterwards.
Again, this is NOT political! Once we’re there, political differences won’t be an issue in any country. The truth
about us and many other situations that will be disclosed will be.
Footnotes
(1) Hatonn to Steve Beckow through Suzy Ward, Oct. 15, 2010.
(2) Matthew’s Message, March 12, 2011.
http://the2012scenario.com/2012/09/hatonn-on-president-obama/?
utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=hatonn-on-president-obama
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2012, Sept 7 South Korea in military drill near disputed islands

Both South Korea and Japan claim the islands
South Korea's coast guard is leading military exercises near islands also claimed by Japan, amid
ongoing tension over the territorial row.
The operation near islands known as Dokdo in South Korea and Takeshima in Japan also involves the
army, navy and airforce, South Korean media said.
Tensions have risen since a visit to the islands by South Korea's leader.
Japan wants international arbitration over the islands, but South Korea has rejected the proposal.







Known as Dokdo (Solitary islands) in Korea, Takeshima (Bamboo islands) in Japan
Also known as Liancourt rocks
Claimed by Japan and South Korea, but occupied by South Korea since 1954
Just 230,000 sq m in size
But surrounding waters valuable for their fishing

 Profile: Dokdo/Takeshima islands
Last month Japan briefly recalled its ambassador to Seoul in protest over a surprise visit to the islands
by President Lee Myung-bak.
South Korea, which controls the islands, has maintained a small police force there since 1954.
"The exercise is carried out under the scenario in which coast guard takes a leading role in repelling
foreign civilians invading territorial waters near Dokdo or trying to land on Dokdo," Col Lee Boongwoo was reported as saying by Yonhap news agency.
South Korea has decided to exclude exercises that involve landing on the islands in a move that is
''mindful'' of the diplomatic row with Japan, the Yonhap report said.
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Previous exercises had involved marines landing on the island, it added.
The row between the two countries over the islands - which are roughly equidistant from both - has
flared sporadically in recent years, amid lingering antipathy over historical issues.
Mr Lee's visit on 10 August - the first by a South Korean president - was followed by relay swim by 40
South Koreans to the islands to mark the anniversary of the country's liberation from Japan in 1945.
Japan is also embroiled in another territorial row with China in the East China Sea. Both countries
claim islands known as Senkaku in Japan and Diaoyu in China.
Reports suggest the Japanese government has reached a deal to buy the islands from their private
Japanese owner, potentially further raising tensions with China.
Leaders of all three nations are due at the Apec (Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation) summit in
Vladivostock this weekend.
But Japanese Foreign Minister Koichiro Gemba said Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda was unlikely to
hold bilateral meetings with Chinese and South Korean counterparts
"I think it will be better not to make (meetings) official," Kyodo news agency quoted him as saying.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-19514776
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2012, Sept 2

Tony Blair should face trial over Iraq war, says Desmond
Tutu
Anti-apartheid hero attacks former prime minister over 'double standards on war crimes'

Tony Blair has strongly contested Archbishop Desmond Tutu’s views. Photograph: Stefan
Wermuth/Reuters
Archbishop Desmond Tutu has called for Tony Blair and George Bush to be hauled before the
international criminal court in The Hague and delivered a damning critique of the physical and moral
devastation caused by the Iraq war.
Tutu, a Nobel peace prize winner and hero of the anti-apartheid movement, accuses the former British
and US leaders of lying about weapons of mass destruction and says the invasion left the world more
destabilised and divided "than any other conflict in history".
Writing in the Observer, Tutu also suggests the controversial US and UK-led action to oust Saddam
Hussein in 2003 created the backdrop for the civil war in Syria and a possible wider Middle East
conflict involving Iran.
"The then leaders of the United States and Great Britain," Tutu argues, "fabricated the grounds to
behave like playground bullies and drive us further apart. They have driven us to the edge of a
precipice where we now stand – with the spectre of Syria and Iran before us."
But it is Tutu's call for Blair and Bush to face justice in The Hague that is most startling. Claiming that
different standards appear to be set for prosecuting African leaders and western ones, he says the death
toll during and after the Iraq conflict is sufficient on its own for Blair and Bush to be tried at the ICC.
"On these grounds, alone, in a consistent world, those responsible for this suffering and loss of life
should be treading the same path as some of their African and Asian peers who have been made to
answer for their actions in The Hague," he says.
The court hears cases on genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes. To date, 16 cases have
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been brought before the court but only one, that of Thomas Lubanga, a rebel leader from the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), has been completed. He was sentenced earlier this year to
14 years' imprisonment for his part in war crimes in his home country.
Tutu's broadside is evidence of the shadow still cast by Iraq over Blair's post-prime ministerial career,
as he attempts to rehabilitate himself in British public life. A longtime critic of the Iraq war, the
archbishop pulled out of a South African conference on leadership last week because Blair, who was
paid 2m rand (£150,000) for his time, was attending. It is understood that Tutu had agreed to speak
without a fee.
In his article, the archbishop argues that as well as the death toll, there has been a heavy moral cost to
civilisation, with no gain. "Even greater costs have been exacted beyond the killing fields, in the
hardened hearts and minds of members of the human family across the world.
"Has the potential for terrorist attacks decreased? To what extent have we succeeded in bringing the socalled Muslim and Judeo-Christian worlds closer together, in sowing the seeds of understanding and
hope?" Blair and Bush, he says, set an appalling example. "If leaders may lie, then who should tell the
truth?" he asks.
"If it is acceptable for leaders to take drastic action on the basis of a lie, without an acknowledgement
or an apology when they are found out, what should we teach our children?"
In a statement, Blair strongly contested Tutu's views and said Iraq was now a more prosperous country
than it had been under Saddam Hussein. "I have a great respect for Archbishop Tutu's fight against
apartheid – where we were on the same side of the argument – but to repeat the old canard that we lied
about the intelligence is completely wrong as every single independent analysis of the evidence has
shown.
"And to say that the fact that Saddam massacred hundreds of thousands of his citizens is irrelevant to
the morality of removing him is bizarre. We have just had the memorials both of the Halabja massacre,
where thousands of people were murdered in one day by Saddam's use of chemical weapons, and that
of the Iran-Iraq war where casualties numbered up to a million including many killed by chemical
weapons.
"In addition, his slaughter of his political opponents, the treatment of the Marsh Arabs and the
systematic torture of his people make the case for removing him morally strong. But the basis of action
was as stated at the time.
"In short, this is the same argument we have had many times with nothing new to say. But surely in a
healthy democracy people can agree to disagree.
"I would also point out that despite the problems, Iraq today has an economy three times or more in
size, with the child mortality rate cut by a third of what it was. And with investment hugely increased in
places like Basra."
• This article was amended on 2 September 2012 to remove an incorrect paragraph concerning
ongoing criminal proceedings at The Hague
http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2012/sep/02/tony-blair-iraq-war-desmond-tutu
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